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Fig. 1 shows CIM macro ,

and Fig.2 shows waveform.

(1) phase 1: multiply INxW

in sub-array, IN is the

input signal, and W is

stored in SRAM.

(2) phase 2: accumulate 

done by charge sharing 

between sub-arrays.

(3) phase 3: sensing Analog

result of MAC is sent to

SAR-ADC for the ADC

conversion.

I. Abstract

In Machine Learning, training a model requires tons of convolution

operation, the previous computer architecture takes lots of time and power

in transporting data between memory and CPU. To increase energy

efficiency, CIM(Computation in Memory) architecture do most of the basic

MAC(Multiply and Accumulate) operations inside the memory, which not

only increases the computation speed but also reduces power consumption.

Our project construct a SRAM-CIM architecture which combine the

originally separated 6T-SRAM array and SAR-ADC to reuse parasitic

capacitance of SRAM-cells. We achieve the reduction of 73.7% on area

usage(w/o SRAM cells), and also 12% improvement on TOPS/W,

successfully increase the energy efficiency per chip area.

SRAM-CIM Macro

We construct schematics and run the pre- simulation

to test the performance(Fig.4), and draw the layout

to compare the area. You can see that the area and

access time drop but power increases as a trade-off,

while it's acceptable because TOPS/W for new

work increase by 12%.

In Fig.5, you can see that the voltage offset

between each MACV is larger. In Fig. 6, shows that

we achieve a better match of ideal cap ratio in

SAR-ADC, provide a better approximation precision.

III. Result and Conclusion

II. Proposed Scheme
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Fig.2 and Fig.3 shows the scheme we proposed. Our goal is to further utilized the parasitic capacitance of

SRAM cells in ADC evaluation phase, and make make improvements on (1) Area efficiency (2) precision of

successive approximation.

We implement the idea by (1) adding LBL(Local BitLine)-connecting switch(N9) into sub array , N9 can

connect the separated LBLs when SAE=1. (2) The orange blocks are the sub array groups with LBLs

connected, the number of connected sub-array is 16 : 16 : 8 : 4 : 2, because we mainly use gate capacitance of

N9s as capacitor unit, the number of cap. in series will corresponding to capacitance ratio 1 : 1 : 2 : 4 : 8, then

the 5 groups can be used as the capacitor array in SAR-ADC. The blue circuit with switches is added in

order to connect the capacitor in one common end which is sent into sense amplifier of SAR-ADC. Instead

of using purely NMOS series as capacitor array, connect it by LBLs with small SRAM parasitic

capacitance help calibrate the capacitance ratio to better match the ideal one, and this calibration is made

using no additional resource.

In sub-Array structure, We also replace NMOS with transmission gate at GSW(N7/N8) to improve the offset

of MACV.

Fig. 2 The structure of the sub-array

and its waveform of multiplication

Fig. 3 Structure of new work. 1 unit composed of

4 column and 1 SAR-ADC.

Fig. 4.

Fig. 5. Fig. 6.
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